Information for Students: ASNC papers which may be borrowed into the English Tripos
Part I language and literature papers from the ASNC Tripos may be borrowed into either Part I or Part II of the
English Tripos. All the papers are delivered over a two-year cycle of lectures on literary texts and students are
advised to attend language classes across the two years of the paper. Each Part I paper involves eight supervisions
which are arranged by the Paper Co-ordinator, either split across two years (5+3 or 4+4) or as a single run. While
there are no formal prerequisites for the papers – they are all taught ab initio – an understanding of basic
grammatical terminology is expected. Students wishing to borrow an ASNC paper should contact the Paper Coordinator by email and ensure they attend both the first lecture and the first language class; further details of papers
are available on the ASNC website: www.asnc.cam.ac.uk/currentstudents/undergraduates/index.htm.
Part I, Paper 8A. Old English language and literature (ASNC Part I, Paper 5)
Paper Co-ordinator: Dr Richard Dance (rwd21@cam.ac.uk)
First lecture: Friday 18 October, 4pm, GR06-07; first language class: Friday 18 October, 11am, GR-05
Teaching arrangements: one language class per week plus six lectures in each of Michaelmas and Lent terms for both
years of the paper
Part I, Paper 8B. Old Norse language and literature (ASNC Part I, Paper 6)
Paper Co-ordinator: Professor Simon Keynes (sdk13@cam.ac.uk)
First lecture: Thursday 17 October, 10am, GR06-07; first language class: Monday14 October, 3pm, GR-05
Teaching arrangements: one language class per week plus six lectures in each of Michaelmas and Lent terms in both
years of the paper
Part I, Paper 8C. Medieval Welsh language and literature (ASNC Part I, Paper 7)
Paper Co-ordinator: Prof Paul Russell (pr270@cam.ac.uk)
First lecture: Tuesday 15 October, 4pm, SR-25; first language class: Thursday 17 October, 11am, GR-03
Teaching arrangements: one language class per week plus two introductory lectures for first-year students followed
by six lectures in each of Michaelmas and Lent terms in both years of the paper
Part I, Paper 8D. Medieval Irish language and literature (ASNC Part I, Paper 8)
Paper Co-ordinator: Dr Máire Ní Mhaonaigh (mnm21@cam.ac.uk)
First lecture: Thursday 17 October, 2pm, GR-03; first language class: Tuesday 15 October, 11am, GR-03
Teaching arrangements: two language classes per week in the first year (and one per week in the second) plus seven
lectures in Michaelmas term and eight lectures in Lent term in both years of the paper
Part I, Paper 8E. Insular Latin language and literature (ASNC Part I, Paper 9)
Paper Co-ordinator: Dr Rosalind Love (rcl10@cam.ac.uk)
First lecture: Monday 14 October, 12 noon, GR-04; first language class (for beginners): Monday 14 October, 11am, GR03; first text-reading class (for non-beginners): Wednesday 16 October, 12 noon, SR-24
Teaching arrangements: two language classes per week in the first year for beginners (or one for those who have
done A-level Latin) plus six lectures in Michaelmas term and eight lectures in Lent term in both years of the
paper
Part II
All of the above papers can also be borrowed into Part II of the English Tripos (where they are numbered Papers 26,
27A, 28A, 29A and 30). Students intending to borrow a Part I ASNC language paper into Part II of the English Tripos
should, in preparation, attend first-year language classes and lectures in their second year if possible. They will
otherwise need to attend both first- and second-year language classes in the year they borrow the paper. (Similarly,
students who decide at the beginning of their second year to borrow an ASNC language paper into Part I of the
English Tripos will need to attend both first- and second-year language classes and to do all their supervisions in that
year.)
Students who have borrowed the Part I Old Norse paper, the Part I Medieval Welsh paper or the Part I
Medieval Irish paper may borrow the corresponding Part II ASNC paper into Part II of the English Tripos (where they
are numbered 27B, 28B and 29B). These papers are taught as seminars, with a small number of supervisions.
Further details can be found on the ASNC website; students interested in taking a Part II paper should discuss
arrangements with the Paper Co-ordinator.
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